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About This Game
Collect thousands of cards, build exciting decks, then pit them against cunning AI opponents in the campaign and skirmish
modes, or play against others via our cross-platform multiplayer servers. Make the top 100 for a big monthly prize, or just chill
out playing one of the many specialised gameplay types just for fun.

Gameplay
Choose your starter deck and battle through the extensive single player campaign to build your forces and customise your
collection. Go heavy with the brute-force melee Warriors, support them with Archers, or throw in a few big bangs with the
Mages; the choice is yours.
Supplement your deck with weapons, armor, instant spells and more. Balance and planning is key to make sure you get the cards
you need at just the right time.
The battles are unforgiving - topple your opponent’s Hero before they nail yours. Positioning is everything as you claim bonus
tiles on the board and out-manoeuvre your foes. Most of your Monsters have special abilities like Teleportation, Meteor Shower
and Heal to name just a few. These can be game-changers if used at the right moment.

Key Features
Card Gaming Evolved – Combat Monsters combines the best elements of collectible card games with action-packed turnbased strategy gaming. Building a good deck is only half the story - once the gameplay starts, you must play and
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manoeuvre your pieces on the game board, battling them out like a standard RPG.
Strategize – A complete Deck Building package lets you customise multiple decks, so special tactics for each mode are
not just viable, they’re encouraged.
Extensive Multiplayer - Built primarily as a multiplayer game, Combat Monsters doesn’t disappoint in the Online Arena.
We have tense 1v1s, mad 6-player free-for-alls and everything in between. Real-time or asynchronous, the choice is
yours. An automated rating system will keep you challenged fairly no matter your experience level.
Massive Content – 3,000+ cards with unique abilities and upgrades will you keep you busy deck-building between the
fighting. Over 1,600 of them are unique combat monsters, each with their own strengths, weaknesses, special abilities
and racial abilities.
This is a cross plaftorm game, available on other formats such as iOS and Android, and requires internet access to
Rubicon's game server to allow play with players on other platforms. Once you have a game account created, you can
play through the game on any supported platform, changing between them seamlessly.
24 man-years in the making by a BAFTA nominated studio, Combat Monsters is now in it's fifth major expansion with
still more to come in future.
Join our dedicated forum for play tips, help, replays, tournaments and pleasant chat?
http://www.rubicondev.com/forum
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Ignore the negative press - the developers are not money hungry freemium advertising junkies. This game is brilliant: the single
player is enourmous for a free-to-play, with increasing difficulty as you proceed in the campaign, and refreshingly so (finally a
game that genuinely challenges the strategist in all of us!) Forget SIM City, forget Magic:the gathering, forget 3D Chess: this
game has ALL OF IT, with humour and a fascinating amount of strategies, even more so with the latest v3:reinforcements
release. This game is SO BIG that it reminds of the good old days of \u00a330 PC games with full content, a great single player
AND brilliantly fun multiplayer (once you get to grips with single player of course!). It was a no-brainer to buy the tripler for
\u00a32.99 after the first few rounds as quality and challenge shines through and you know when a top game that only comes
around once in a blue moon grabs your attention. DO NOT BE FOOLED by the 'Legendary' or 'Rare' cards - having played this
game for more than a year, I can safely say it is all about a good strategy, and with v3 there is even a mode called 'Pauper' where
NO legendary and rare cards are even allowed :D. With the plethora of monsters, equipment and spells to pick from, there really
is something for everyone and the variety in strategies plus the new daily challenges AND the testing single player campaign
(that you can now play 4 times over with the different modes) is simply BRILLIANT - this is THE BEST GAME (I've even sold
my now dust-collecting Xbox). THANK YOU RUBICON
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